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Production Solutions

Penetrator Accessories

Adapters
Innovex offers a range of adapters designed to ensure our ESP
hanger and adapter solutions offer the most control and versatility
when converting a well.
API Flange make-up allows for flange void test to confirm all seals
are intact and the lower rotation flange ensures a secure tubing
spool connection regardless of hanger’s orientation. The top
rotation flange allows tree flowline in any direction, and all hangers
& adapters come with a capillary line porting as standard.
7-1/16″ adapter in stock, rated for: 3,000, 5,000, 10,000 or 15,000 psi
applications with systems in stock to support 2-3/8”, 2-7/8” and
4-1/2” tubing ESP completions.
Our adapters ensure all components are sealed and will connect securely to the tubing spool
regardless of the hanger’s orientation. Top orientation flanges ensure minimal change to existing flow
lines as well as allow for use of original flow back trees providing for efficient operations at the well
site.
The cover plate is placed over an extended neck of the hanger and matches the flange diameter of the
tubing spool’s top flange. The cover plate protects both the ring groove and lock-screws to ensure
future rework can be accomplished without issues. We offer both steel and rubber cover plate
solutions to protect the tubing spool from the elements and complete the well.
Cover Plates
Steel Cover Plate
These cover plates provide an additional barrier of protection from the elements with a seal around the
neck of the hanger and in the ring groove of the tubing spool. These seals protect the hanger and
tubing spool from corrosion and provide a secondary seal for the tubing hangers body seals.
Rubber Cover Plate
Rubber cover plates are a simple solution to top the well and protect it from the elements and are
offered in 7-1/16” 5,000 and 10,000 flange diameters.
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